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Weekly Language Review - Q3:2 Date:

Mondap
The word expel means ...

push or kick out

pull in close

spell incorrectly

Tlle.dap Wellne.dap
Which word means to move

back or away?

proceed
promote
recede
review

If a knife has a retractable
blade, means that the

blade ...

pulls back into the handle
is sha p on both sides
has jagged edge

Thll ••dap
If the root hab means to
live, what does inhabit

mean?

to live near
to live outside

to live in

How many years is a
decade?

5, 10, 100

How often does a biannual
meeting happen?

Once a year
Every two years
Every ten years

How many years is a
century?

5, 10, 100

If a vote is unanimous, it
means that everyone ...

votes one/the same way
is not identified by name

does not vote

Fix the sentence. Is it a
fragment or a run-on?

She played with her toys
then she watched a movie.

Write your own dialogue
with the dialogue tag in the

middle.

Correct the capitalization
and 3 spelling errisors.

is evryone reddy to go on
our feild trip to the saint

louis zoo?

Write a sentence using 2
adjectives to describe the

room you are in.

Wh ch words are
ANTpNYMS forthe
underlined word?

satisfied, dissatisfied,
pie. sed, unhappy

Tess is ontent with her job
and do s not want to quit.

Complete the sentence with
the co rect progressive

past tense verb.

[Ihe snake
(slither)

arc und the tank.

Circle the pronunciation of
the word cover.

cover (kuhver) verb. 1. put
something on top of or in front of
something to protect or hide it.
noun. 2. a thing that lies on, over,
or around something.

Complete the sentence with
the correct progressive

future tense verb.

It _
dinner soon.

(eat)

Is it a simile or metaphor?
What does it mean?

The window was as clear as
crystal.

What is the meaning of the
idiom?

You are barking up the
wrong tree.

Is it a s mile or metaphor?
Whc does it mean?

He is a crab when he first
wakes up.

What is the message of the
proverb/adage?

When the going gets tough,
the tough get going.

Underline the modal
auxiliary verb in the

sentence.

We shall continue this
meeting after lunch.

Which modal verb best
completes this sentence?

might, can, shall

Ivy isn't home. I think she
be at the library.

Und rline the modal
aux liary verb in the

sentence.

The m gician could make
his ssistant vanish.

!

Which modal verb best
completes this sentence?

can, must, would

If I were you, 1 _
finish my homework.

Which relative adverb best
completes the sentence?

where, when, why

That's the place I
saw my first circus.

Which relative pronoun best
completes the sentence?

who, whose, whom

The man can juggle
10 pins is over there.

Which Jelative adverb best
completes the sentence?

wh re, when, why

I think I know the reason
---1- she left early.

,

Which relative pronoun best
completes the sentence?

who, whose, whom,
which, that

The pen I
borrowed is in your desk.
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Name:
Apri I ~O - ~Lf

Weekly Language Rei/jew - Q3:4 Date:

Monclap That.clap
Use these words to answer
the following questions.

superficial transatlantic
transcontinental subtract
subway transform
superhuman superior

Fix the sentence. Is it a
fragment or a run-on?

I loved the movie it was
amazing!

Which words have a root
that means under!below!

less than?

Correct the sentence.

because of winn-dixie is my
favrite book in the libary

Which IAprds have a root that
means c bove!over! beyond!

! reater than?

What C oes shallow mean?

Debra is afraid of deep water,
but she feels comfortable in
the she1I0wend of the pool

whe e she can stand.

Which words have a root
that means

across/through/change?

Which word in yesterday's
sentence is an ANTONYM

for shallow?

Circle the second definition
of the word work.

work (werk) noun 1. activity involving
mental or physical effort done in
order to achieve a purpose or result.
verb. 2. be engaged in physical or
mental activity in order to achieve a
purpose or result.

Which definition of work is
being used in the sentence?

My mom left for work five
minutes ago.

Cornpk te the sentence with
the correct progressive past

tense verb.

They 4-----.- (run)

Complete the sentence with
the correct progressive

future tense verb.

They _ (run)
in the race. in the race.

Add the correct punctuation
to the dialogue.

What is the meaning of the
idiom?

The upset toddler wailed to

his mother I can't find my

teddy bear

Is it a simile or metaphor?
What does it mean?

Her smile was as big as a
slice of watermelon.

Put t e adjectives in the
correct brder in the sentence.

~amping, long

We are leaving fora
The ball is your court.

Underline the modal
auxiliary verb in the

sentence.

She may want to go with us
to the lib rary.

Which relative adverb best
completes the sentence?

where, when, why

August and September are

the months most

children go back to school.

Which modal verb best
completes this sentence?

could, should, would

"I like a large
lemonade, please," Harry

told the waitress.

Which relative pronoun best
completes the sentence?

who, whose, whom, that

There are twenty members,

all of are girls.

trip.

Underli e the modal auxiliary
verb in the sentence.

He car do thirty push-ups in
Ie s than a minute.

Which relative adverb best
com letes the sentence?

w pere, when, why

This is the house _
Naomi lives.

Which modal verb best
completes this sentence?

Might, Shall, Will

You seem tired. _
we take a break and start

fresh tomorrow?

Which relative pronoun best
completes the sentence?

whose, whom, which, that

The autho r has written
several books, most

of are nonfiction.

Underline the prepositional
phrase in the sentence.

Complete the sentence with
a prepositional phrase.

Christopher threw his
new backpack on the floor.

Underline the prepositional
phrase in the sentence.

Hailey and her sister ran
down the stairs.

Under ne the prepositional
phr se in the sentence.

Sebas ian has a spelling quiz
I after lunch.

The puppy is hiding
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Name:
A-p ri I ;)_1- ma1 'I

WeeKly Lanquage Re iew - Q3:5 Date:
Monclap

The preschool students are
learning how to cooperate.

Fill in the prefix.

IlIe.clap Wedne.clap Ihll ••cla,
Refer to this box to help you

answerthis week's questions.

trans across, through,
change

sub under, below, less than

super above, over, beyond,
more than

The root form means
shape.

__ --:-_ form means to
change shape.

A supe flcial wound, is a
wo und that is ...

deep below the skin

on the surface or above
mest of the skin

across G large area of skin

Fill in the prefix.

My baby brother likes to

____ merge his bath

toys under the water.

Fix the sentence. Is it a
fragment or a run-on?

on my computer last night.

Circle the pronunciation of
the word plan.

plan (plan) noun 1. a detailed
proposal for doing something
verb. 2. decide on and arrange in
advance.

Correct the sentence.

rover ran down willow glen
drive, and i chassed him the

intire way.

Which definition of plan is
being used in the sentence?

Let's make a Q.@Q before we
go on our hike.

What does accurate mean?

When ye u check your paper
for errors, make sure the
spellin ~ of your name is

accurate.

Complete the sentence with
the co rect progressive

past tense verb.

We (hike)
in he mountains.

Write an ANTONYM forthe
word accurate.

Complete the sentence with
the correct progressive

present tense verb.

We (hike)
in the mountains.

Add the correct punctuation
and capitalization to the

dialogue.

Before you can have dessert

said my dad you must finish

your spinach.

Is this a simile or metaphor?
What does it mean?

The stars are sparkling
diamonds.

Put th adjectives in the
correct order.

Geor~ la, fresh, organic

Nana filled her pie with

What is the message of the
proverb/adage?

Better late than never.

Which modal auxiliary verb
best completes the

sentence?

can, might, would

I want to eat
dinner later tonight.

Which relative adverb best
completes the sentence?

where, when, why

Nobody knows the reason
Constantine

is laug hing so hard.

peaches.

Which relative pronoun best
completes the sentence?

who, whose, whom,
which, that

Emma's jacket, _
she bought at the mall, was

left on the playground.

Create a prepositional
phrase to complete the

sentence.

Marko threw the ball

Underline the prepositional
phrase in the sentence.

Darius recently went to the
Grand Canyon.

Which nodal auxiliary verb
bes completes the

sentence?

coul ,might, should

He tell his
mom th~ truth if he doesn't
want 0 get into trouble.

Create a prepositional
phras e to complete the

sentence.

j ssie's dog ran

Underline the prepositional
phrase in the sentence.

Carrie will be singing a duet
with Ricardo.

The prefixes CO°, col-, como,
con- mean ...

alone, self
with, together

against

Write the meaning of the
underlined word.

If pec pie concur on an
ssue, they ...

agreE with each other.

werk separately.

fight i gainst each other.

Write the meaning of the
underlined word.

When you combine red
paint and blue paint, you will

get purple paint.
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Monday Tuesday

Wednesday Thursday

My Proqre: s
MONDAY TUESDAY W DNESDAY THURSDAY
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It's April Fool's
Day! What joke
have you played or
would you play on
your friends?

Spring is a time of
new beginnings.
What activity would
you like to begin?

If you could
pick a new name
for yourself. what
would it be and

Pretendyou are an
umbrella! Writeabout
your day in the rain.

Write a story about
a marshmallow
bunny that comes

Describe your
favorite thing to do
at recess.

Pretend you are an
animal in the zoo.
Write about the

Imagine you
move to a new
city. How would
you make new
friends?

Tell about a
time you felt proud
of yourself or
someone in your
family.

If you could
add a new school
subject, what
would it be and
why?

If you could
eat anything for
breakfast. what
would it be and
why?

In spring, I love the Write a funny story If I could be a
smell of. .. about the day it butterfly for a

rained chocolate day ...
chips!

Today is
Earth Day. What
are three things
you can do to help
protect our planet?

Imagine you
could be anyone
else for one day!
Who would it be
and why?

Pretend you
bumped into
someone famous!
Write a dialogue of
your conversation.

One spring day, I
hopped into a hot
air balloon and
floated off to ...

List five things you
like about your
pet-or a pet you
wish you had.

treasure map.
Where does it lead
and what do you

-....._ If you could
donate a million
dollars to any
charity, which
would it be and

Imagine you
found a golden
key. What does it
open and what do
you see there?

If you were a tour
guide for your city,
where would you
take visitors? Why?

Make a list of 10
items you would
need to take to a
sleepover.

My favorite
memory of my
class this year is...

Imagine you are
building a giant
tree house. What
does it look like?

In spring, Ilove
the smell of ...
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Serviceanimals provide safety and stab lity for people with
disabilities. In the United States, the Americ ns with Disabilities Service
Act (ADA)protects the people who use thes animals. By law, these
animals are allowed into any privately owed business that provides
services to the general public. This means t e animals are allowed into
restaurants, libraries, and even movie thea rs. Wherever the person
needs to go, the animal can go, too.

The ADAdefines a service animal as II ny dog individually trained
to provide assistance to an individual with disability." Dogs are
common service animals because they can be easily trained to perform
a wide variety of tasks. The ADAalso lists ininture horses as service
animals. Monkeys and certain types of bir s are called assistance
animals. These animals are not pets.
They work hard to help their owners,
or handlers, and to keep them safe.

Guide animals are trained to help
people who are blind or visually impaired.
The animal's job is to help its handler
move around safely.These animals help
their handlers move through crowded
buildings or cross busy streets. They can
open doors or alert their handlers to
obstacles, such as overhangs or parking
meters. The guide animal must pay
attention to what is happening all around
its handler at all times.

Guide animals also help their handler .A guide horse helping its
I visually impaired handler.

use different forms of transportation. Gui e
horses are small enough to ride in buses

...... to "" ..

Social Studies Article...." ..

Animals Helping umans

.~
:.:~:~

I
I
I).
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and in some cars with their handlers. These animals often wear
special shoes for walking on surfaces that might cause them to lose
their balance or hurt their feet.

Hearing animals are trained to help people who are deaf or
hearing impaired. These animals can tell the difference between a
telephone ringing and a smoke alarm going off. They also recognize
emergency sirens or knocks on doors. A hearing animal can even be
trained to listen for its handler's name. The animal alerts the handler
when it hears these sounds by gently pawing or nudging him or her.
Then the animal will lead its handler to the sound.

Other general service animals are trained to help people who have
a disability that is not related to sight or sound. For example, people
who cannot walk or use their arms or
hands use service animals to help
them walk steadily or to pull their
wheelchair. A service dog can pick up
things its handler has dropped. In
public places, a service dog is trained
to barkif its handler needs help. The
dog will find someone to help, and
then lead that person to the handler.

Some service animals are called
"laptop dogs." Laptop dogs must be
small and able to jump up onto

Animals Helping Humans, continued

A service dog with its handler.

counters. The dog will retrieve what the handler needs, and then jump
with the item onto its handler's lap. Many animals that provide
assistance spend most of their lives with their handlers. They not only
provide companionship, but they also help their handlers live better
lives. The special bond between animal and handler is like no other.
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Name ___

.................................. ~~~~ ...~~~.~...~..~~~~~••~ •.~.•.~...••.'~•..T." ••

~ ......••....•.•••.......••..•.••••••.•.••• ~.••.•.......••...•~ ...•....•~-....
Answer. Ques

Read and answer each question.

1. Which of these would not be considered a se vice dog?

® a guide dog
® a pet dog
© a hearing dog

2. Who can bring a service dog into a restaura t?
® a person who has a disability
® the owner of the restaurant
© any member of the general public

3. Which task would be best for a hearing ani al to perform?
® picking up a dropped book
® going to a movie theater with its handle
© alerting its handler that someone is at t door

4. Some service animals are called "laptop do s" because they --'
® are small enough to jump onto a lap
® like to sit on their handlers' laps all day
© sit on their handlers' laps at restaurants

5. Which animal would work best for helping omeone in a wheelchair
go grocery shopping?

6. What might happen if a librarian did not llow a service dog into
a library? Why?
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The Chocolate Process
One of the most delicious foods in the world is chocolate. It's easy

to walk to the corner store and find chocolate bars, sauces, or cookies.
But where does all of this chocolate come from? It grows on trees
cacao trees. The trees that produce this tasty treat need a lot of water
and warmth to grow, so they are found mostly in Africa and Central
America and on the Caribbean Islands. You can't simply pluck
chocolate candy off the branches, however. There are many steps
that chocolate has to go through to get from the tree into your belly.

Chocolate begins its life as seeds in
football-shaped cacao pods. They grow
straight out of the tree trunk or dangle
from its branches. Each cacao tree can
produce nearly 2,000 pods each year. There
are about 30 cacao beans in each pod, and
the beans are extremely bitter. The pods
also contain soft, white pulp that tastes
both sweet and tart. People have eaten the
pulp for hundreds of years. They've also
made it into drinks such as hot cocoa.

Workers on cacao farms harvest ripe
cacao pods twice a year. They use machetes
to cut the pods off the trees and open them
by hand. The beans are put into pits or
bins where they are covered for many days.
As the beans ferment, their bitter taste
becomes sweeter. Then the beans are dried
for several more days and are finally ready
to be sent to the factory.

Cacao pods on a tree

Open cacao pod

Cacao beans drying
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The Chocolate Process, continued

At the chocolate factory, workers sort an weigh the beans. Then
they are roasted in giant ovens, which make the flavor stronger. After
roasting is completed, workers crack open th bean shells and then
throw the shells away. The parts that are left after this process are
called nibs. You can eat nibs, but they are sti I fairly bitter.

Next, the nibs are ground up into a thic paste called chocolate
liquor. This is the unsweetened chocolate th is used in baking. To
make the kind of chocolate that is used in c dy bars, other ingredients
must be added. Workers mix the unsweetene chocolate with specific
amounts of sugar, vanilla, milk, and cocoa utter (which is a fatty,
yellow, solid material) to make it taste sweet. Chocolate liquor is pressed
in a big machine that separates the paste in 0 cocoa powder and cocoa
butter. Cocoa powder is used in chocolate m lk and for baking. Cocoa
butter is added back into chocolate liquor to ake candy.

After all of these steps, the chocolate
mixture tastes pretty good. But it's still not
smooth or creamy. To make it even more
delicious, workers put the mixture through
series of steel rollers. This breaks down the
cocoa, and sugar. Then the chocolate goes
through a machine called a conch, which

Iblends the chocolate even more. Now the
chocolate has a silky texture and a sweeter
taste. Most chocolate will be conched for a [I w
hours, but sometimes conching goes on for ays.

Finally, the chocolate is heated and coo ed
several times. This gives the chocolate a shi y

Chocolate pouring out
of a conch machine

look. Then the chocolate is ready for consu ption. Workers pour it
into different kinds of containers and wrap ers. Then it makes the
journey to your favorite corner store. The 10 g journey from beans
to bars has been a success!
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Name __

Answer Questions
Read and answer each question.

1. Cacao beans grow inside of __ .
® nibs
® pods
© tree branches

2. Youwould not want to eat fresh cacao beans because they __ .
® are only used for baking
® are thrown away at the factory
© are very bitter tasting

3. Why do workers allow cacao beans to ferment?
® to give them a sweeter taste
® to extract cocoa butter
© to make sure the beans are ripe

4. At the factory, the workers make a thick, unsweetened chocolate paste
knownas __ .
® conch paste
® chocolate liquor
© white pulp

5. What ingredients are added to unsweetened chocolate to make it sweet?

6. What is the final step in making chocolate ready for consumption?
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Peanuts, Pie

Americans have loved the crunchy
of peanuts ever since 1870. That was the
year P.T.Barnum introduced peanuts as
snack food at his circus events. People
loved them! Soon, the popularity of
peanuts in the United States exploded.

But many people around the world
feasted on peanuts long before Americans.
popular food in Africa for hundreds of
scientists found clay pots shaped like
years old. They discovered that peanuts
ancient South Americans. Ancient, dried
in parts of China.

It's believed that African slaves
colonies in the 1700s. Peanuts grew very
States due to the sandy soil and moist
peanuts as food for their livestock. Later
humans, too.

Most people think peanuts are nuts,
are actually legumes, which are seeds
beans are also legumes, but peanuts are
develop underground.

The peanut plant is bushy, green, and
When the flower blossoms die, their stems
ground. They begin to dig into the soil, a
tip of each stem. When the peanuts are
ground with a special tractor. The pean

small yellow flowers.
down toward the

a seedpod grows on the
they are dug out of the

must be harvested at just

uts have been a
. In South America,
that were over 3,000
an important food for
uts have also been found

peanuts to.the American
in the southern United
. Initially, farmers grew

they became a food for

they are not. Peanuts
grow inside pods. Peas and

because their seedpods
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the right time. If the soil is too
wet or too dry, many of the
peanuts will remain stuck in
the ground. After harvesting,
the peanuts are dried and sent
to factories. There, they are
packaged as snacks or made
into other products, such as
peanut butter.

George Washington
Carver developed a peanut
butter around 1890. Carver
was a doctor who wanted to make a food for his patients who had lost
their teeth. He knew that his patients needed protein, so he began
looking for something soft and easy to ingest.

Peanut butter was a hit when it was sold at the
1904 World's Fair in St. Louis, Missouri. In 1922,
peanut butter was packed in jars for the first time"
which meant it could be sold in stores all across
the country. Pretty soon, peanut butter sandwiches
became part of the all-American diet. Today, about
170 million jars of peanut butter are sold each year.

Other popular peanut products include roasted
peanuts, salted peanuts, and unsalted peanuts. They are sold in the
shell or out of the shell in jars, cans, and packages. Peanut oil is
another popular peanut product. It is used as a healthful cooking
oil to fry foods. With all of these peanut products, it's easy to see
why people continue to say, "Peanuts, please!"

Peanuts, Please!, continued
I'; I
I
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Name _

Answer Ques
Read and answer each question.

1. Who brought peanuts to what is now the U
® African slaves
® George Washington Carver
© P.T.Barnum

2. Peanuts were initially used by the ~J.JlJ.'-J.

® paste to feed people who were missing
® food product to feed livestock on farms
© snack food for children to eat at the

3. Peanuts are -_.
® pods
® nuts
© legumes

4. Which of these can be a problem when
® Their flower blossoms can die easily.
® The peanuts can become stuck in the
© Livestock can ruin the peanut crops.

5. Why would peanut butter be a good food people who are missing
teeth? Explain.

peanuts?
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